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The Bogolubov theory of nonideal gas Bos~-coridensation for eluci: · 
dating 4 II e superfluidity was one of the first achievements of- quantum 
statistical physics in studying collective phenomena of the microworld 
[1 ]. Not only the repulsion forces bet\veen atoms but also the attrac
~ion forces [2, 3] · were later introduced in· the model. )nt_erest in the 
latter sterned from the p1;oblem of quantum crystallization of liquid he
lium [2]. In the original model, only temperatui·e. fluctuations of the 
Bose-condensate density still remained' uninvestigated:· the calculation 
of which, as had been mentioned iri [4, 5],:gav~ a nonvanishing value in 
zero degrees Kelvin. . . . . · . . . . . .. 

Interest in the problem of fluctuations ofthe.number of particle~ un
der Bose-condensation stems from successful investigations of the depen
dence of light field fluctuations on the parameters of a system in quantum 
optics. One of such optical systems, usin;g pairing correlations between 
photons, has been described in [6, 7] within the zero-di~ensional version 
of Bogolubov's model of condensation of nonideal Bose-gas. We may 
assume an analogy between. this effect arid excitation correlations in su
perfluid liquid 4 JI e as concerns the existence in the latter of states with 
different statistics of fluctuations of the number of condensate bosons. 
This information could be useful for interpreting experiments on mea
surement of superfluid components in liquid 4 H e which, as is known [8], 
give essentially smaller values than expected from calculations of mean 
occupation numbers. 

In the present paper, in Bogolubov's model of Bose-condensation we 
have derived formulae for variances of the number of condensate (k = 0) 
and over-condensate (k =/- 0) bosons and estimated the intensity of their 
fluctu_ations at different temperatures .. · · .· ' · · · · · 

1. Partition Function in Bogolubov's Model· 

The Hamiltonian ~f Bose-particles in Bogolubov's model has the form 

H = 

1 
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With· an accuracy 'llp to processes of higher order in the paranietcr 
9k(90)-1 assumed small in (1) there holds the integral of.motion N of 
the total number of particles N · 

dN 
dt 

{H,A} 

' .. 

= ! (lal2 + L btbk)_'= {H, lal2} + i[JJ, L btbk] = 0,(2) . 
. ~o k~ _ 

_. :(8ll DA 8H 8A) 
- z -----aa 8a* 8a* 8a . 

The partition function Q of the canonical ensemble with allowance for 
constraints generated by the integral of motion (2) equals 

Q = Sp (e-fJHsN,N) = ~j_d2a II/Dbj_Dbkj" dycxp(iyx 
. . . V 271' k#O -,r 

. x (lal2 - N)) exp [-/3 :t lal4 +1fJ dt (b~J P (b?J] , (3) 

. ( d pk = -,-di - Wk -"tk ) 
. * ·d -:"fk di - Wk . . ' 

lal2 -
Wk= ~k + (~o+ 9k)lf - v, 

. . y 
v=z/3' . 

9k 2 --a. "tk - 2V 

Here, a trace ~ver quantum variabl~s of ove1'-condensate' particles is writ- . 
ten as a functional integral along the trajectories bk, bi_, b_k, b:_k with pe-
riodic.boundary conditions · 

bk(O) = bk(/3), bj_(O) = b'Z(/3) . 

and analogous ones for the trajectories with index k --+ ( -k ). Inte
grals over t~e Bose-condensate field a· and the coupling paraineter y arc 
numerical. The Gauss integral over the trajectories b, b* in the product 
with respect t? _k is found from the ratio of functional .determinants 

Spexp(-/3hk) = DetPk = -19
k $p (_!_ 8A) d.r, 

Spexp(-/3h2 DetPt O pk ax. 
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hk = ~k (b'j_bk + b:b-k)+ "fkbZf/•_k -f 1i,b~b-k, 

_ 1ii_=)ikl9k=O 

( bk) = p-1_( <P) = e-Mt_lfJ e"Jr ·[e(t _ r) + . 1 
]- (-¢) dr 

b* k /4• · · eM fJ - 1 /4• ' · -k ~ o ~ 

M = ( ·:::k * "tk ) ' 
· "fk -Wk 

. -1 
{J I ~{J- ( • 2 Ek) Spe.- 'k = e 2 _. 4 smh _ {32 . ., 

k k 2 02 O E ·(w2 
) ½ 1 [ 2lal 2 

] ½ 
2 = ~ -1~k1 . = 2 (~·d + v9kWk (4) 

'Q - '·'kl .. Wk - ..._.. 9k=O 

Substituting the resul_t ( 4) into formula (3) we get the statistical integral 
intlieform · ·· ·· .. , ·· · ·· ' 1 

.. '- ~ 

Q = V Ji J dp 1-: dyexpJ [-P~ p2 + iy(p - R)] V} x '.· (5) 

II . expwk/3/2 . 
X 2 ' 

kto 4 si'.1h (f3E~/4) 
R= N. 

\/' 
!al2 

p== v·· 

2. Low-Temperature Approximation 

_For "an approximate calculation of the integral (5) let us ~Ih·ide the'. 
half-axis of the integration vai·iable p into two parts according to· the in= . 
equality p~4(/3g0 )-1 • The upper sign of it corresponds to s1~1all conden-' 
sate densities ai1d high temperatures; the lower sign; to large condensate 
densities and low temperatures: \Ve will restrict ourselves to the last case -
and will determine more accurately ~pproximati6n o( low temperattires · 
in formula (5) by dividing the plane of'vat:iablesw2 and (£f..:... IG/p2 ) into:: 
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· two parts accordin~ to tlfe inequality f)Ek ~ •1. The roots of the parabola, · 
which divide these parts of the plane · 

·o • 2 2 1G 2 

( ·)1 
(wkh,2 = -gkp ± 9kP + /32 

determine the regions of applicability of two approximations for the func
tion sinh(,BEk/4) 

IT ~-xp~wk',a/2) ~ exp [1: w;/J _ L { 
kto 4 smh (,BEk/4) kto kto 

2 ln i::i !ii;_ -
/J 2 ' 

,B !ii;_ 
2 ' 

,BEk < -1 ·i . 
f)Ek > 4 

Finally, choosing as an expansion parameter of the square root·_in 
Ek theratio gkp(wk)-1 or the inverse value, combining all inequalities 

_ written down and changing in the spirit of a sen;iclassical description of 
over-condensate bosons the sum o~er k integrals, we derive for ( 5) the 
formula 

Q ~ v E r~o -dp-1,r dy exp <I>, 
V 2 14/(Jgo -,r -

(6) 

i
w•=-1/{3 · 

<I> = -,BV(g0 p2/2-vp+vp)+cV . k2dk[fh-v+ 
Wk=-2gop 

+ PJpo .+ 9k)] ~, c-
1 = 21r

2h3
• 

Notethat the integral over kin.the limits of 4/ /J < fh < oo and the term 
with the function In in the integral in the interval -:-2g0 p < Ok < 4/ ,B 

· give a contribution in the next approximation order in p,Bg0 > 4 an<l are 
disregarded in (6). 

3. Equations of a stationary. phase and 
variances of a condensate density 

After the simplifications made let us proceed from the calculation 
of Q. using _the stationary phase method as N --+ oo, V --+ oo. The 
low-temperature approximation, that has been formulated in deriving 
formula (6), is natural for a numerical (nonoperator) description of the 
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Bose-condensate ado11ted in the model (1 ). A description like that is · 
equivalent tothe assumption about a large value of the interaction be- _ 
tvvee1i bosons of the condensate g0 in comparison with theirinteraction · 
with over-condensate bosons 9k,kto• Perturbation theoi·y in the parame
ter gk(g0)-

1 connected with this assumption ·:will be used later in the form 
of iterations with values 9k --+ 9o and v·--+ Vo in the zero approximation -
where v0 = 9oP is the coupling parameter value providing the Bogolubov 
phonon spectrum in the formula for Ek, In this case, the integral phase 
(6) has the form 

,B~ q, = -~ p2 + v(p - R) + P1(29oP - v), (7) 

and the equations of its stationarity 

1 o<I> · 
,Bv. F- = o = -gop + 2gop1 + v, 

. p 

1 8<I> 
,BV 8v = O = P - R - pi, 

c lflk=4/(J 
P1= 9 . k2 dk 

- flk=O , -

determine extremal values of p, V in first pei-turbation order _according 
to the equalities 

Po+ Pt= R, Po+ p = 2R, Po = v(go)-1
• 

. . 

In these equalities, the densities of the condensate Po and ove;-condensate 
particles Pt are introduced. Formula (8) coincides with. those obtai~ed 
in first order of the modified perturbation theory [9]. · This coincidence 

_is a consequence of the equivalence ( in the thermodynamic limit) 1 ofa 
large canonical[9]_ and canonical (3) Gibbs ensembles. · 

For the Gau_ss integral (6) with a 'simplified phase. (7) the solution 
(8) gives an asymptotically exact at N --+ oo, V -+ oo answer .. F01:
mula (6), as has been mentioned, is a low~temperature approximation 

_, 

for the statistical integral (5) of the model (1) that in.its turn is an ap~ 
proximation of the Hamiltonian with a pairing four~boson interaction .. ' · 

1 If we were interested in dimensional effects of superfluidity at finite V, this equiv
alence wouldn't hold since the integral of motion in the phase space allows_ for the 
binding condition in (3) whereas the chemical potential [9] allows for it as an expec~ 
tatioi1 value · · • · · · · 
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Therefore, proceedi~g fro~ the calculati~n of variances of the variable p 
we will be inte~ested, only in the main 'contribution to the phase ( 7) at , 
P : P ~ Po ,> P1 ' -

' ,, 1 

·D(p) = J ~p'(p' - p)2 exp 4> (! dp' exp 4>)-

. ', 1 
', - - ,r,. , 90( t /3V-'i'o-2P-p)2, 

1 
D(p) = go/JV. 

Here, 4>0 is the value of the phase~ at the extremal point determined 
by equations (8); at the fixed density R of the total number of particles -
these equations result in the equality of variances of all variables 

D(p) = D(p0 ) = D(pi), D(R) = 0. 

4. Tem:perat~re Varia~ce~ of the Condensate 

To determine the scale of fluctuations of the condensate and over- · 
condensate bosons one should compare their 'dcnsitieS- p0, p1 with vari
ances P of th,e number of particles 11,ormalis~d to 'the, \lolu~e. 

no 
Po= V' 

n1 
Pl= V' no+ni = N, 

p = D(no) = D(ni) = ,__l_ , 
,_ .. V. . V go/3· 

The condensate density p0 takes the largest value _at zero temperature. 
,.This.valu~, equal to R, can be e;timated from the equality · · · 

-"-- ,.. ; - . . . . , . . ·, 

·10k=4/f3o'. ' . . · · 
R = ~ . . k2dk =· ~(SmkoTo_ )½, 

2 0 ' ' 2 ' 

1 
f3o = k

0
To' 

;where k0 is the Boltzmann· constant, and 1o is critical tern'peraturc. 
Taking this temperature equal.to 2 J(; the density of liquid helium equal 
to 0,13gr. cm-3 and the Avogadro number equal to 6. 1023

, WC have ' 

R ~ 1020 cm""3 = 3 • 1021 (mo/)7'1 = 0,5 • 10-2 (atinnF1
. 

The interaction constant g0 betw~en atoms of the condensate has the ·. 
dimension (energy • volume). ,For' one atom the ~nergy £ of the v;,in 

'-.. der \Vaalsinteraction [10] for light ~t~m; 'can be taken equal to 01~1.ei' 

6 

so that· variance P of the nurpber of condensate and over~condensate 
particles equals 

p = l.·oT = T 10-4 eV 
9o £el'· atom• 

g = 0,8 . 10-2 T -
atom. I{ 

The comparison of numerical estimates for R and p shows t_hat at 
temperature larger than 1 K, the variance P of the number of particles 
of any component exceeds the density of its number of partides. At 
temperature smaller than 1 /{, the density of the number of particles 
of the condensate exceeds the varicince, and in this _case, one may speak • 
about small fluctuations of the number of bosons with zero momerittim. 
As for the over-condensate component, at the lowest temperatures_ both 
its density and its variance are small. Thus, the question of a possible 
suppression of variances of .phonon excitations in au equilibrium system 
remams open; 

One expects that at temperature close to critical the above estimates. 
are incorrect. , This is due to the statement of the problem with the 
Hamiltonian (1) and low-temperature approximation being limited. ·It 
seems inexpedient to raise the acGuracy within the modd ( 1) as it, as 
has been noted in [4, ,5] and 'as it follows from the form of Ek in formul~ 
( 4), leads to the- appearance of a gap in the phohon spectrum which is 
not ~bserved experimentally'.'and is absent in pertmbation theory with a• 
four-boson interaction. In the last case, besides a possible more accurate 

- calculation, one can consider quantum fluctuations of the c01idensate 
which are disregarded in the above statemeut of the problem. 

Using the analogy with quantum optics, one can note that the situ
ation with small variances of the density of the number of particles of 

,the Bose-condensate corresponds to the so-called sub-P~isson statistics ' 
of the light field. At. temperatures dose to the phase transition temper-. 
ature, clensity fluctuatio~~ of the nuniber of particles of the, c~ndensate 
are large. In this case, to study their st;itistics , it may be effective to 
'use the theory of the Dose-field phase operator [11]. 

Thus for the' Bogolubov model, we have given the estimates of the · 
density of the nmnber of particles of the Bose-condensate c_tml their vari-. 
anccs. · The comparison of these quantities with each· other shows that 
temperature fluctuations of the number of particles of the co11<lensate are 
rather small in' the vicinity of zero degree Kelvin and large in the vicinity 
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of transition temperature .. Tliis means that· the \vay of interp'reting ex~. 
perimental data should depend on temperatute. Indeed, in experin1ents · 
with liquid 4 He. _one observes the scattering cross section of neutrons as a 
function of transferred energy. The results are presented as two Gaussian 
contours [8] associated with ~he condensate and over-condensate compo
nents. The ~density of the number of 1>articles is determined by areas 
restricted by these curves;· Therefore, the accuracy of their construction : ' 
is of great importance. In the case with strong' fluctuations of the con-. 
densate, reconstruction of the envelope by the experimental results needs 
apparently a special technique of data processing. 
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~PYH~H B.C • E17-92-348 
<t>nyKrya4~·~ 603e-KOHA6HCaTa 
B MOAen~ 6oron~6osa 

MeTOAOM CTa4~0HapHO~ ta3W B KaHOH~~eCKOM aHcaM6Jle co 
CBH~b~ BWY~cneHa CTaT~CT~YeCKaH cyMMa MOAeJl~ 6oron~6osa 
no HaAKOHAeHcaTHblM ( KBaHTOBblM) ~. KOHAeHcaTHblM ( KJlacc~
YeCK~M) nepeMeHHblM. nonyYeHbl topMyJlbl AJlH CTa4~0HapHblX 
3HaYeH~~ ~ A~cnepc~~ Y~cna YacT~4 o6e~x KOMnoHeHT. Y~c
neHHwe 04eHK~ noKa3wBa~T npeswweH~e yposHeM Tennoswx 
tnyKTyaq~~ KOHAeHcaTa era y~cna. 3anonHeH~H np~ TeMne·pa
Typax 1 K < T < T0 ~ o6paTHY~ c~Tya4~~ np~ 0 < T. < 1 K; 
rAe T0 - TeMnepaTypa ¢a3osoro nepexoaa. 06cy>+<AaeTCH 3Ha
YeH~e o6Hapy>+<eHHoro 06CTOHTeJlbCTBa AJlH ~HTepnpeTa4~~ 
3Kcnep~MeHTOB no HaXO>+<AeH~~ nnOTHOCT~·csepxTeKyYeill KOM-
noHeHTW 8 ~~AKOM 4 H~. . . 

Pa6oTa swnonHeHa s·na6opaTop~~ TeopeT~YecKo~ t~3~K~ 
mrnL-1. 

IlpcllpHHT Qm,c;{ltHCIIIIOrO ll;lCTHTyra ll;:\CpHb~ HCC,1C,:t!)Bamtl1 0 Jly611a 1992 

Varunin V.S. 
Fluttuations of.Bose-Condensate 
in the Bogolubov Model, 

E17~92-348 

The stationary phas·e method in the canonical ensemb-
1 ~ with constraints is used to calculate the statistical 
sum of Bogdlubov's model ·with r.espect to over-condensa
te (quantum),·and condensate (classical) variables. For
mula~ are derived for expectation values and variances 
:of the particle number of both components. Numerical 
e~timations show that the level of thermal· fluctuations 
exceeds .its occupation number at temperatures 1 K <Tc· 
< 'T0 and that the o~po~ite situ~tion is at O < T <1 K, 

, where T0 is the. phase transition temperature. The .im
portance of the·observed· fact for interpretation of 
experiments in searching foi the density of a super-. 
fluid component in liquid 4 He .. is discussed. • 

Jhe investjgation h~s b~en performed at. the Laborato-
ry of Theoretical Phvs1cs, JINR. · 
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